
Extremism

“Political fringe” redirects here. For other political fringe
groups, see Political fringe movements.
“Extremists” redirects here. For the DC Comics su-
pervillain team, see Extremists (comics).
“Extremist” redirects here. For the 1992 instrumental
rock album, see The Extremist. For the comic book
series, see The Extremist (comics).

Extremism means, literally: driving (something) to the
limit, to the extreme.
Nowadays, the term is mostly being used in a political
or religious sense, for an ideology that is considered (by
the speaker) to be far outside the (acceptable) mainstream
attitudes of society. But extremism can, for example, also
be meant in an economic sense.
The term “extremism” is usually meant pejorative: to ex-
press (strong) disapproval, but it may also be meant in
a more academic, purely descriptive, non-condemning
sense.
Extremists are usually contrasted with centrists or mod-
erates. For example, in contemporary discussions in
Western countries of Islam or of Islamic political move-
ments, the distinction between extremist (= 'bad') and
moderate (= 'good') Muslims is typically stressed.
Political agendas perceived as extremist often include
those from the far left or far right, as well as radicalism,
reactionism, fundamentalism, and fanaticism.

1 Problems with defining extrem-
ism

In different realms at different times were many different
definitions of “extremism”. Dr. Peter T. Coleman andDr.
Andrea Bartoli give short observation of definitions:[1]

2 Radicalism or extremism?

The terms extremism or extremist are almost always
exonymic—i.e., applied by others to a group rather than
by a group labeling itself. Rather than labeling them-
selves extremist, those labeled as such might describe
themselves as, for example, political radicals. There is
no political party that calls itself “right-wing extremist”
or “left-wing extremist”, and there is no sect of any reli-
gion that calls itself “extremist” or which calls its doctrine

“extremism”.
The term extremist is used to describe groups and in-
dividuals who have become radicalized, in some way,
even though the term radical originally meant to go to the
root of a (social) problem. The term radical is one not
normally regarded as pejorative (except perhaps in the
United States of America) and, unlike extremist, is some-
times used by groups in their description of themselves.
The term extremist is often used with reference to those
who use or advocate violence against the will of society
at large, but it is also used by some to describe those who
advocate or use violence to enforce the will of the so-
cial body, such as a government or majority constituency.
Those described as extremist would in general not ac-
cept that what they practice or advocate constitutes vi-
olence and would instead speak in terms of acts of “resis-
tance"or militant action or the use of force. The word vi-
olence cannot be regarded as value-neutral. Ideology and
methodology often become inextricably linked under the
single term extremism.
The notion that there is a philosophy which can be de-
scribed as extremism is considered by some to be sus-
pect. Within sociology, several academics who track (and
are critical of) extreme right-wing groups have objected
to the term extremist, which was popularized by centrist
sociologists in the 1960s and 1970s. As Jerome Him-
melstein states the case: “At best this characterization
tells us nothing substantive about the people it labels; at
worst it paints a false picture.” (Himmelstein, p. 7). The
act of labeling a person, group or action as extremist is
sometimes claimed to be a technique to further a polit-
ical goal—especially by governments seeking to defend
the status quo, or political centrists. In any event, the
term extremist—like the word violence—cannot be re-
garded as value-neutral.

3 Theories of extremism

Laird Wilcox identifies 21 alleged traits of a “politi-
cal extremist”, ranging from behaviour like “a tendency
to character assassination", over hateful behaviour like
“name calling and labelling", to general character traits
like “a tendency to view opponents and critics as essen-
tially evil”, “a tendency to substitute intimidation for ar-
gument” or "groupthink".[2]

Eric Hoffer and Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. were two political
writers during the mid-20th century who gave what pur-
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2 4 USES OF THE TERM IN “MAINSTREAM” POLITICS

Al-Qaeda fighters in Yemen, 2014

ported to be accounts of “political extremism”. Hoffer
wrote books such as The True Believer and The Passion-
ate State of Mind about the psychology and sociology of
those who join “fanatical” mass movements. Schlesinger
wrote books such as The Vital Center, championing a sup-
posed “center” of politics within which “mainstream” po-
litical discourse takes place, and underscoring the alleged
need for societies to draw definite lines regarding what
falls outside of this acceptability.
SeymourMartin Lipset argued that besides the extremism
of the left and right there is also an extremism of the center,
and that it actually formed the base of fascism.[3]

Joining extremist groups has been seen to arise from be-
liefs about the acceptability of aggression towards the
group’s target. For example, in Pakistan, beliefs about
the acceptability of aggression against Jews were shown
to predict who would join an extremist anti-Semitic
group.[4] Cultural differences in acceptability about ag-
gression towards certain groups may explain extremism
towards certain targets, and as these beliefs can be eas-
ily changed through intervention, this may offer a way in
which extremism can be discouraged.[4]

“Extremism” is not a stand-alone characteristic. The atti-
tude or behavior of an “extremist” may be represented
as part of a spectrum which ranges from mild inter-
est through “obsession” to “fanaticism” and “extremism”.
The alleged similarity between the “extreme left” and
“extreme right”, or perhaps between different religious
“zealots”, may mean only that all these are “unaccept-
able” from the standpoint of a supposed mainstream or
majority.
Economist Ronald Wintrobe[5] argues that many extrem-
ist movements, even though having completely different
ideologies share a common set of characteristics. As an
example, he lists the following common characteristics
between “Jewish fundamentalists” and “the extremists of
Hamas":[6]

• Both are against any compromise
with the other side.

• Both are entirely sure of their position.
• Both advocate and sometimes use vio-

lence to achieve their ends.
• Both are nationalistic.
• Both are intolerant of dissent within their
group.

• Both demonize the other side

3.1 Psychological

Among the explanations for extremism is one that views
it as a plague.[1] Arno Gruen said, “The lack of identity
associated with extremists is the result of self-destructive
self-hatred that leads to feelings of revenge toward life it-
self, and a compulsion to kill one’s own humanness.” Thus
extremism is seen as not a tactic, nor an ideology, but as
a pathological illness which feeds on the destruction of
life.[1] Dr. Kathleen Taylor believes Muslim fundamen-
talism is a mental illness and that is “curable.”[7]

Another view is that extremism is an emotional outlet for
severe feelings stemming from “persistent experiences of
oppression, insecurity, humiliation, resentment, loss, and
rage” which are presumed to “lead individuals and groups
to adopt conflict engagement strategies which “fit” or feel
consistent with these experiences”.[1]

Extremism is however seen by other researchers as a “ra-
tional strategy in a game over power”.[1] See for instance
the works of Eli Berman.

4 Uses of the term in “main-
stream” politics

Barry Goldwater said, “Extremism in the defense of lib-
erty is no vice; moderation in the pursuit of justice is no
virtue” at the 1964 Republican Convention in a sentence
attributed to his speechwriter Karl Hess.
Robert F. Kennedy said, “What is objectionable, what is
dangerous about extremists is not that they are extreme but
that they are intolerant. The evil is not what they say about
their cause, but what they say about their opponents.”

Since the 1990s, in United States politics the term Sister
Souljah moment has been used to describe a politician's
public repudiation of an allegedly extremist person or
group, statement, or position which might otherwise be
associated with his own party.
In Russia laws prohibiting “extremist” content are used to
suppress the freedom of speech through very broad and
flexible interpretation.[8] Publications classified as “ex-
tremist” and thus prosecuted included protests against the
court rulings in Bolotnaya Square case (“calling for ille-
gal action”), criticism of overspending of local governor
(“insult of the authorities”), publishing a poem in support
of Ukraine (“inciting hatred”),[9][10] an open letter against
a war in Chechnya by a writer Polina Zherebcova[11] and
the whole Jehovah’s Witnesses movement in Russia.[12]
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Main articles: Freedom of press in Russia and Internet
censorship in Russia

5 Other terms

The term "subversive" was often used interchangeably,
in the United States at least, with “extremist” during the
Cold War period, although the two words are not synony-
mous.

6 See also

• Consequentialism

• Domestic Extremism Lexicon

• False consensus effect

• Political extremism in Japan

• Political extremism in Switzerland

• Sikh extremism

• Islamic extremism

• Jewish extremism

• Israeli settler violence#Settler extremism
• Zionist extremism

• Cumulative extremism

• Terrorism

• Vigilantism
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